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The Purpose Filled Woman
From popular author Chrystal Evans Hurst comes Show Up for Your Life, a topical
YA book that empowers readers and reminds individuals who they are in God’s
eyes. Chrystal keeps it real, exploring the daily ups and downs of life as a young
adult today. Readers will discover how to shift their focus from everyday moments
gone wrong to a mindset that celebrates the simple yet beautiful things in life.
Chrystal’s conversational tone, honesty, and humble wisdom make this book
perfect for YA readers who seek to be all God intended them to be while living a
positive, impactful life. Show Up for Your Life: What the Girl You’ll Be Tomorrow
Wants You to Know Today includes stories from Chrystal’s adventuresome life
geared specifically for readers 13 and up, and touches on content related to the #1
adult nonfiction bestseller She’s Still There.

Kingdom Patterns for International Business: The Little Book of
Wisdom
"This study guide is to be used in conjunction with the Kingdom Woman Group
Video Experience"--Page 4 of cover.

Kingdom Woman
A kingdom woman gives the devil as much reason to fear as a kingdom man. She
lives confidently in the knowledge that Christ died and rose for her so that she can
experience the significance of the destiny to which she has been called. In
Kingdom Woman, Tony Evans and his daughter, Chrystal Evans Hurst, remind
women of their calling from God to be free, delivered, healed, and hopeful. The
authors bring insight that encourages women to correct distorted perceptions and
understand who they really are in Christ—never settling for less when connected
with the One who gives them hope. All believers are covered by God’s covenant
with Abraham. Evans and Hurst want women to know these rights and confidently
claim and live by them. The new covenant offers more than a life of mediocrity. A
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kingdom woman is called and empowered to live a life of victory through Christ!

Kingdom Woman Devotional
A kingdom woman gives the devil as much reason to fear as a kingdom man. She
lives confidently in the knowledge that Christ died and rose for her so that she can
experience the significance of the destiny to which she has been called. In
Kingdom Woman, Tony Evans and his daughter, Chrystal Evans Hurst, remind
women of their calling from God to be free, delivered, healed, and hopeful. The
authors bring insight that encourages women to correct distorted perceptions and
understand who they really are in Christ--never settling for less when connected
with the One who gives them hope. All believers are covered by God's covenant
with Abraham. Evans and Hurst want women to know these rights and confidently
claim and live by them. The new covenant offers more than a life of mediocrity. A
kingdom woman is called and empowered to live a life of victory through Christ!

Living Single
Kingdom Agenda: Living Life God's Way - Member Book offers valuable biblical
content for six group sessions and for personal study. The message of the Kingdom
is sorely lacking today. This is not because people don't speak of the Kingdom but
because far too much of their speech is in esoteric, theological code words that
seem unrelated to the realities of life in the here and now. The Christian message,
when communicated from a comprehensive Kingdom perspective, provides an
agenda that can stand next to and above all other attempts to define the meaning
of life, whether for the individual, the family, the church, or the nation. A Kingdom
agenda based on God's Word -- rather than a secular agenda based on man's word
-- is the best way to make all of life work as our Creator intended. This six-session
Bible study can serve as a comprehensive blueprint for the Christian life and as an
all-encompassing discipleship tool. Features: 6 group sessions 6 weeks of personal
Bible study Benefits: Learn biblical characteristics of God's kingdom agenda, the
visible demonstration of the comprehensive rule of God over every area of life
Discover your identity, role, and responsibilities as a citizen of God's kingdom
Acquire a God-focused perspective for you, your family, your church, and your
nation Align your heart and your life with the priorities of God's kingdom agenda
Author: Dr. Tony Evans is one of the country's most respected leaders in
evangelical circles. As a pastor, teacher, author, and speaker, he serves the body
of Christ through his unique ability to communicate complex theological truths
through simple yet profound illustrations. Through his local church, Oak Cliff Bible
Fellowship, and his national ministry, The Urban Alternative, Dr. Evans promotes a
Kingdom-agenda philosophy that teaches God's comprehensive rule over every
sphere of life as demonstrated through the individual, family, church, and society.

Theology You Can Count On
Discovering the answer to life's greatest quest is a daunting task, leading some to
stumble and lose their way. However, venturing forth to learn who you truly are,
and what your ultimate purpose is, can be liberating, offering peace and
fulfillment. Is there a chosen path, meant only for you to walkand are you on it?
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Coming to a full realization of who you are in the grand scheme of things, and
recognizing your true potential, is at the heart of Embracing Your Identity and
Living Your Purpose. Struggling to know the person who stares back at you from a
mirror of uncertainty and doubt does not need to be your future. Rise up and
accept the challenge to be all that you can be. Pull off the shackles that would bind
you to an existence, void of meaning, and fill your life with direction, purpose and
significant achievements. This book is designed to build self-confidence by helping
you see the potential within your own soul, empowering readers to address their
core identity, inner purpose and the deep meaning of life. Embrace, and come to
love the unique individual you are and what you have to share with the world. Life
is too short to waste another minutebuy this book and begin the journey of
discovery today.

Kingdom Man
"Does it really matter what I say?" Your greatest weapon—for good or evil—is in
your mouth. From bestselling author Dr. Tony Evans comes a compelling resource
to help you learn to tame your tongue. With life-changing insights shared through
engaging lessons and anecdotes, you'll learn what the Bible teaches about talking:
Discover the power of the spoken word to bolster your faith when you're doubting.
Discern what should or shouldn't be said so that you honor God with your speech.
Develop the ability to praise God and voice wisdom even in tough circumstances.
Get inspired by Tony's teaching on the tongue and model with your mouth the
character of God. Don't let your words bring cursing or destruction to yourself and
those you love. Instead, let your words minister to and speak life into the world
around you.

Heretics and Heroes
The Old Testament describes Deborah as a mighty combination of judge,
intercessor, prophetess, mother of Israel, and military strategist. Deborah broke
outside of her culture—not out of rebellion, but in obedience to God to set her
people free. As in biblical times God is calling today’s women to a purpose greater
than themselves. The Deborah Anointing shows you that although you may have
been trapped in tradition and locked into captivity by cultural and gender
prejudices, God desires for you to break through these barriers. Now is the time to
embrace the fullness of your purpose! Whatever your sphere of influence at work,
at home, or at church—will you acc ept the challenge to be a modern-day Deborah,
stand for God, and boldly lead others to Him?

Embracing Your Identity and Living Your Purpose
"For many people the word theology suggests seminary-educated scholars who sit
in ivory towers, isolated from the real world, studying the Bible. Such study is often
viewed as esoteric and unrelated to the world where men and women live, work,
play, raise families, and struggle with the realities of day-to-day life. Nothing could
be further from the truth." ---Tony Evans What we think about God, also known as
theology, influences what we believe, do, and say. And what we think, whether
true or false, makes a big difference in real life. Tony Evans wants you to know the
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truth about God, so Theology You Can Count On communicates truths about God in
language you can understand. He walks through what the Bible teaches, topic by
topic, truth by truth. The great thing is, these truths aren't reserved for people with
PhDs. They're for real life. They're for you.

Kingdom Woman
“Most people today view marriage as a means of looking for love, happiness, and
fulfillment. Make no mistake about it, those things are important. Those things are
critical. They are just not the most critical.” —Tony Evans Marriage Matters paints
a picture of what it means to have a happy marriage—as God defines happiness.
By examining the nature of the covenant and the purpose of marriage, Tony Evans
gives steps to developing and maintaining a healthy relationship. In his
approachable style, Dr. Evans explains the origins, order, and operation of
marriage in its relation to Scripture. If the profound fruits of your marriage have
turned into something mundane, or the validity of the covenant of marriage eludes
you, then join Tony Evans in figuring out why Marriage Matters.

Kingdom Agenda
With Dear Daughters, Susie Davis creates a bridge between two groups of
women–dear daughters and spiritual mamas. Dear daughters are young women in
search of spiritual guidance and spiritual mamas are women just a little further
down the road with age-old wisdom to share. Each group has valuable insight for
the other and the hope is that the reader will invite someone to come alongside
them, pore over the included letters together, and pass along wisdom and advice
that will make both lives more beautiful, wherever they are in their God story. This
book, ideal for a gift, is a casebound hardcover with ribbon.

Kingdom Marriage
The purpose of writing this book is to share life and God from a wholly different
perspective and do my part in the restoration of God's great kingdom. I will do this
by sharing my life and it's unfolding to the present and where I see things going
from here. I have had many vision and experiences since being a young child and
lived as a monk for 19 years in my 20s and 30s. The journey continues but it is
time for me to write it down and share the first four acts of my life as a prelude to
the fifth. It is time for us to wake up as humanity, as God's children, to love one
another, to lift each other up, to actualize our full potential and birth rights. We are
in a time in history that has a lot of awakening happening around the world. As it
does, so also the darkness is fighting for its life; and it plays dirty. Doing everything
it can to insert seeds of darkness, doubt, fear, and the fostering self-centeredness
into everything and everyone. For a long time the world has been descending into
darkness, through a process of political corruption, greed, selfishness, the
destruction of innocence, and spiritual corruption. The direct perception of God,
the truth, divinity, and our amazing birthrights as children of the most high is
possible for everyone while living. It is hidden beneath so much confusion and
darkness manifesting in every area of our lives. That we have been losing our way
more and more for a very long time. This is all part of God's plan. It is happening so
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each person can decide for themselves who they are going to be or to make it
more personal who are you choosing to be. But the time for the turning is almost
here. So in this book I will share some quite amazing things that will hopefully open
your eyes to a world that is filled with God's love, grace, mystery, and purpose.
And re-invigorate a new love, trust, and wonderment in God, God's creation, and
his great plan of which we are all a part. God's light and Grace is infinitely more
powerful than the darkness. So if God is in your heart by inviting him in as often as
you remember, and you love him and his kingdom with every fiber of your being,
then you have nothing to fear. No matter how things may appear in any moment,
never lose your faith. Stay focused on God's love, you are under his protection. We
are all together. God is with us, here and now. Heaven is literally all around us at
all times, just outside of our perception. Who Are You Choosing To Be

Kingdom Disciples
Do you sense a call of God on your life? Is God calling you to brave uncharted
territory? Are you being called to be a kingdom woman? Kingdom Woman serves
as your guide to walking in your call to be a woman of power and influence. As
Naomi helped Ruth, this book will teach you how to arise as a kingdom woman and
occupy your kingdom position.

Dear Daughters
This 90-day devotional is a perfect way for kingdom couples to start the day
together remembering the principles they are learning in the Kingdom Marriage
book, DVD Video Curriculum, or Participant's Guide. Couples will find daily
inspiration to step together into the full role God has for them so they begin to
fulfill God's design and purpose for their marriage. With practical insights and
powerful stories, Tony Evans inspires and instructs couples so they discover the
hope, challenge, and guidance God's Word provides for their journey together.
Kingdom Marriage Devotional shows couples that the key to influencing our society
and the world with lasting impact is found in solidifying Biblical marriage the way
God intended. It starts with both wife and husband being nurtured in the Lord's
presence and then reflecting His image within the roles and responsibilities of their
union. Kingdom Marriage Devotional and other Kingdom Marriage products are part
of an entire line of Kingdom products by Tony Evans, including Kingdom Man,
Kingdom Woman, Raising Kingdom Kids, and the Kingdom Quest strategy guides
for kids and teens.

Embracing Purpose
In this book about living with intention and honoring your journey to a purpose
filled life, Tyra Banks uncovers her secrets to fulfillment and faith. As she explores
her personal stories, you will feel like a ship mate, traveling the tumultuous seas of
her life as she reveals how every adversity in her life and each chance
acquaintance led directly to the amazing life she enjoys today. Get insight on faith,
family, finances, and even fear as Tyra pulls back the curtain on her journey to a
purpose filled life.
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For Married Women Only
What’s a woman to do if her life is not taking shape the way that she thought that
it would? What happens when she looks at herself in the mirror, lingering just a
little longer than usual and realizes that she no longer recognizes the person
staring back at her? What does she do when she sees that, somehow, her life has
drifted away from all her original hopes, dreams, or plans? Speaker, blogger and
writer Chrystal Evans Hurst wrote this book because she was that woman. One day
she realized that she had somehow wandered away from the life that she had
purposed to live a long time ago. Chrystal since discovered that this moment of
awareness happens to lots of women at different seasons of their lives. Poor
decisions, a lack of intentionality or planning, or a long-term denial of deep hopes
and dreams can leave a woman, old or young, reeling from the realization that she
is lost, disappointed, or simply numb. And she just needs encouragement. This
woman simply needs someone to hold her hand, to cheer her on, and to believe
with her that she is capable of still being the person she intended to be or
discovering the girl she never knew was there in the first place. Chrystal uses her
poignant story of an early and unexpected pregnancy, as well as other raw and
vulnerable moments in her life, to let readers know she understands what it’s like
to try and find your way after some missteps or decisions you didn’t plan on. In
She’s Still There Chrystal emphasizes the importance of the personal process and
the beauty of that path as it is shared authentically from one girlfriend to another.
It’s a book of “me toos”, reminders of the hoped for, and challenges for the path
ahead - to find direction, purpose, and true satisfaction.

Kingdom Woman
Sometimes hard circumstances in life make it difficult for us to be all that God
wants us to be. But Tony Evans urges men to stop looking at these things as
excuses and instead see them as challenges and opportunities for success. Looking
at men of God throughout the Bible such as Moses, Joseph, and David, Evans
challenges men to put down our excuses, stop compromising, and fight to be men
of commitment and character. Despite setbacks, failures, and pressures, we can
still find purpose, meaning, and direction in life and be the men God calls us to be.

Kingdom Woman Group Video Experience
Presents guidance and advice for women to emulate the ideal "Kingdom Woman,"
encouraging readers to seek God's truth and use it to empower oneself to enjoy a
brighter tomorrow.

The Kingdom Agenda
God’s kingdom isn’t just about theology and church. It isn’t just a quaint religious
idea or an obscure theological concept. It is about a whole new way of seeing the
world and your place in it. Tony Evans' legacy work, The Kingdom Agenda offers a
fresh and powerful vision that will help you think differently about your life, your
relationships, and your walk with God. When you start with a Kingdom agenda,
living in relationship with the true King, and embracing your place in His Kingdom,
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nothing will ever be the same. In these pages we’ll explore how, under God, this
kingdom vision: Helps you find greater purpose for your life. Guides your family
toward Him. Deepens your understanding of God’s use of the church. Changes the
way you think about politics, culture, and philosophy. Join Dr. Tony Evans, one of
the greatest Bible teachers of our time, as he unfolds this biblical and practical
approach to life—an approach that has the power to change people, families,
neighborhoods, churches, and even nations. Discover the power of the Kingdom
agenda. For more information on this title or others in The Kingdom Agenda Series,
go to www.TheKingdomAgendaBook.com.

Kingdom Marriage Devotional
Embracing Purpose is a Bible study and small group process designed to satisfy a
God-given longing that most people experience at some point in their lives: we
want to make a difference. We want to give our lives away to something beyond
ourselves. But we don't know how. The Embracing Purpose package, which
includes a workbook, a 10-message DVD series and Leader's Guide, offers
everything a church needs to equip women to find, love and live their God-given
purpose (and everything an individual needs to discover her purpose). Participants
who complete the course will come away with answers to two key questions -Who
am I? and What am I to do with the time, talents and treasures God has given me?
They will have discovered and labeled their unique design from God, written a
purpose statement and developed a purpose plan for walking out their
purpose.Embracing Purpose self-discovery workbook has four components--a
narrative of the author's own journey toward purpose, a Bible study to explore the
biblical foundation for pursuing a life of purpose, self-discovery exercises and
stories of women who are living out their God-given purpose. The video messages
do not repeat the content found in the workbook but supplement it with additional
concepts, primarily focusing on barriers or roadblocks that are common to women.

Show Up for Your Life
Evans equips parents to raise their children with a Kingdom perspective and also
offers practical how-to advice on providing spiritual training as instructed in
Scripture. He begins with an overarching look at the need for Kingdom parenting,
our roles and responsibilities in raising God-following children, and how to prepare
children to take on the assignments God has for their lives. He then provides
specific training for kids in the power of prayer, wisdom, loving God's Word, getting
through trials, controlling their tongues, developing patience, the surrender of
service, and much more.

Seasons of a Woman's Life
What happens when a kingdom man marries a kingdom woman? Kingdom
Marriage: Connecting God’s Purpose with Your Pleasure helps couples grow
together as a kingdom couple to fulfill God’s design and purpose for their marriage.
Through practical insights and powerful stories, Dr. Tony Evans inspires and
instructs so couples will discover the hope, challenge, and guidance God’s Word
provides for their journey together. “You can reflect the glory of God and the unity
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of the Trinity through your shared purpose, honor, and love as a true kingdom
couple.” —Tony Evans Kingdom Marriage shows couples that the key to influencing
our society and world with lasting impact is found in solidifying biblical marriage in
the way God intended. It starts with both wife and husband reflecting God and His
image and modeling that reflection within the roles and responsibilities of their
union. This is based on a correct understanding of God’s kingdom and their
responsibilities in it. Kingdom Marriage and the Kingdom Marriage devotional and
video resources are part of an entire line of Kingdom products by Tony Evans,
including Kingdom Man, Kingdom Woman, Raising Kingdom Kids, and the Kingdom
Quest strategy guides for kids and teens.

Kingdom Single
Where have all the disciples gone? There is a missing force in Christianity today.
It’s a critical one, and its absence has led to weak believers, disintegrating families,
ineffective churches, and a decaying culture. Without it, we lack what we need to
fully live as heaven’s representatives on earth. That missing force is discipleship. In
Kingdom Disciples, Tony Evans outlines a simple, actionable definition of
discipleship to help the church fulfill its calling. Readers will learn: What a disciple
is What a disciple cares about How to be a disciple and make disciples What
discipleship looks like in community What the impact of discipleship on the world
can be Kingdom disciples are in short supply, and the result is a legion of
powerless Christians attending powerless churches, having a powerless presence
in the world. The power, authority, abundance, victory, and impact God has
promised will only come about when we understand and align ourselves with His
definition of discipleship. Kingdom Disciples calls believers and churches back to
our primary, divinely ordained responsibility to be disciples and make disciples.
Only when we take seriously this assignment will the world see heaven at work on
earth. Will you accept the assignment? Kingdom Disciples isuseful as base material
for a course on discipleship.

One Family Under God
Kingdom Man Devotional is based on the principles and concepts presented in the
book Kingdom Man. For the man who wants to be the leader that God has called
him to be, this 90-day devotional will help him explore the scriptural mandate to
exercise dominion and take responsibility over the various areas of his life. This
devotional will challenge and encourage men to embrace their role of provider,
protector, cultivator, champion, visionary, and leader, discipling them in the areas
of responsibility and spiritual authority. Kingdom Man Devotional challenges and
equips men to fully understand their position under God and their position over
what God has given them, while challenging them to initiate the practical
implementation of leadership principles.

Preparing for a Kingdom Marriage
Discusses the Renaissance and Reformation from the late fourteenth through the
early seventeenth centuries, explaining how the period's artistic and scientific
innovations changed the Western world.
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From the Other Side
If you want to know the temperature of your spiritual life, look at the thermostat
setting on your prayer life. Prayer is the most misunderstood and neglected aspect
of the Christian life. It has been estimated that most Christians pray three to five
minutes a day. Compare that to the time many spend complaining, and you’ll gain
insight into the spiritual and emotional condition of our day. Yet God has
constructed the world in such a way that there is much He won’t do in a Christian’s
life apart from prayer. Prayer, when combined with faith, can accomplish great
things. In this practical and comprehensive overview of prayer, Tony Evans covers
a variety of topics, including: Principles of productive prayer The power of prayer
and praise Fasting and prayer Prayer and God's purposes Tony’s expositions of
various passages on prayer will help you realize its critical importance and
encourage you to make it a dominant mark of your life.

She's Still There
Morality. Relativity. Right and Wrong. The issues we face are complicated and
everyone has an opinion. But who has the answer when it comes to sexual issues?
Sex dominates our popular culture to a degree we've never seen before and
unrestricted sex is being touted as a shortcut to personal fulfillment and
satisfaction - but it's a counterfeited and cheapened imitation of the real thing.
Respected pastor Tony Evans refuses to let the voice of God be drowned out
amidst the clamor of the crowd. Discover what God says in His word regarding why
your sexuality is important and why sexual immorality is devastating. Discover how
to maintain purity and enjoy true intimacy in marriage - the real fulfillment and
satisfaction that God intended.

Emotional Agility
Are you feeling burdened by a lack of consistent or fervent prayer? Are you looking
for a way to nurture your prayer life? Do you want to pray intentionally and
specifically throughout your day? If so, 28 Days of Prayer was written with you in
mind. This daily guide to conversations with God will lead you to pray you pray, bit
by bit, day by day and regular, consistent prayer will become much less
formidable. You will stop looking for times to pray and, instead, find that a
consistent dialog with God will become an integral part of your day. Each day
features three short devotional readings - morning, afternoon, and evening - that
cover the basic tenets of prayer. Then, you'll be prompted to pray and document
your own prayers. This method will help you form new habits as you commit to
pray little by little, one day at a time, for the next four weeks. God will become
more real to you than ever before as you spend time abiding with Him. Honest,
consistent, and meaningful conversation with God is possible. How do I know?
Because I've experienced it.

Watch Your Mouth
The need for healthy leadership in today's society has placed a major demand on
the body of Christ to raise sober individuals who function from a kingdom
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Paradigm. In order to be assured that one is readily equipped with what's needed a
daily assessment must be taken. Healing a wounded worshipper was written by the
hand of the healed to connect with the hurt and restore the hearts of many. As you
read this book I pray your eyes become open to cycles of failure and
disappointment used by the enemy to abort your purpose. I decree the mysteries
of God are revealed and cause both healing and comfort to the reader. Blessings
Prophet Rodney Williams Sr.

No More Excuses
If you’re single and feeling incomplete or even like a second-class citizen in
Christian circles, Dr. Tony Evans wants to encourage you to live fully where you
are. Kingdom Single will encourage you to see yourself as complete in Christ and
free to serve Him. It will empower you to live as Kingdom men and women in a
corrupt culture. Tony Evans is a much-loved pastor and known for his sense of
knowing when to encourage and when to lovingly admonish, to help people
become who God calls them to be. If you are single and reading this book—or if
you lead or pastor singles—your identity in Christ will be affirmed. Additionally, you
will receive coaching for what to look for in a prospective spouse, and be
challenged to live godly lives while pursuing Kingdom causes.

The Deborah Anointing
“A kingdom man is the kind of man that when his feet hit the floor each morning
the devil says, ‘Oh crap, he’s up!’” So begins this powerful volume from Dr. Tony
Evans, now in softcover. Tony believes that God wants every man to be a worldchanger. He skillfully takes readers along a journey through the principles of
biblical manhood, exploring how those who live, work, and minister around a
kingdom man benefit from his leadership and care. Men will be challenged to fully
understand their position under God as well as their position over what God has
given them. Equipped with these concepts, they can actively pursue ways to
maximize and develop the character qualities of biblical manhood in their lives. As
Tony contends, the enemy doesn’t want you to know it, but you’re not the man you
think you are. You’re a whole lot more. Starting now, you can be a kingdom man.

Kingdom Man Devotional
"The counterintuitive approach to achieving your true potential, heralded by the
Harvard Business Review as a groundbreaking idea of the year"--

Sacred Sex
We must learn to live together as brothers, or we will perish together as fools.—
Martin Luther King Jr. With the Bible as a guide and heaven as the goal, Oneness
Embraced calls God’s people to kingdom-focused unity. It tells us why we don’t
have it, what we need to get it, and what it will look like when we do. Weaving his
own story into this word to the church, Tony Evans tells of a life spent between two
worlds. As a young theologian he straddled black, urban culture and white,
mainline evangelicalism. Now, three decades later, he offers seasoned reflections
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on matters of history, culture, the church, and social justice. In doing so he gives
us a biblical and pastoral guide for striving for unity across racial and
socioeconomic divides. This call for unity is as timely as ever. If the church
practices oneness, America will have a guide for becoming the one nation under
God it declares itself to be. Now available in paperback.

Healing a Wounded Worshipper
There is a crisis in America today. Families are failing, the divorce rate is rising,
marriage is being re-defined, and roles are no longer properly understood. And
because of this crisis, far too many of our nation’s children are growing up without
a proper blueprint of the family. They are growing up without answers to questions
like, “How do I become a man” or “What does a good wife look like?” There are
answers to this crisis, and there is a road map to becoming a family under God.
One Family Under God: Preserving the Home as God Intended will unveil the
foundational issues within our homes and point you to lasting solutions. Dr. Tony
Evans will help you understand the concept and importance of family as God
intended and how the state of the family directly impacts our nation.

Raising Kingdom Kids
Unleash the power of God’s plan for your destiny as a couple. The toasts are done.
The last dance is over. A few pieces of cake are left, and it’s time for you to hop in
the car and head off to the rest of your life as a married couple. What’s next? How
do you know that this picture-perfect day will result in a marriage of lifelong
commitment and glory to God, who brought you together? In Preparing for a
Kingdom Marriage, you’ll find the tools to build the lasting, fulfilling relationship He
designed for you. Used together with the bestselling book Kingdom Marriage by Dr.
Tony Evans, this encouraging guide offers practical teaching and sound counsel.
Each session features a video introduction that will inspire and motivate you.
Through interactive questions and activities, you’ll discover ways to: Be victorious
over conflict Grow closer to God and to each other Maintain the spark of intimacy
Impact the world around you as a couple The sound biblical teaching and real-life
examples in Preparing for a Kingdom Marriage will help you flourish as a couple,
empowered to fulfill God’s unique and glorious purpose.

Marriage Matters
Are you afraid that . . you'll never reach the end of dirty diapers? You'll never be
free of carpool duty? Your teenager's rebellion will never end? The empty nest is
just a little too empty? Fear not, seasons change. You blink twice and find yourself
in another situation. Maybe longing for the "old days" or maybe grateful for the
freshness of a new season. But like it or not, the seasons will come, each in its
sequence and each in its own time. Using lively examples from her own life and
those of other women - including Esther - Lois Evans challenges you to to discover
the purpose of your life and to depend on Him as He teaches the lessons of each
season. In this book, you will find helpful priniciples, recognize familiar emotions,
and take to heart encouraging promises from the pages of God's Word. In this
edition a new chapter on the grandparenting season has been added. And to help
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you dig deeper - whether alone or with friends - chapter study questions are
included.

Oneness Embraced
Sub-titled “Daily Inspiration for Embracing Your Purpose, Power, and Possibilities,”
this new 90-day devotional for women reinforces the message from the book
Kingdom Woman (by Chrystal Evans Hurst & Tony Evans), calling every Christfollowing woman to tap into the power of God as she finds and fulfills the purpose
for which God has fashioned her. A Kingdom Woman seeks to align herself and
operate under the authority of God—in every area of life. With practical insights
and applications in both the lives of Christian women and those they love, this
devotional will encourage women to embrace their role as leaders under God’s
authority, disciple them to live as true heirs under the covenant God made with His
children, and challenge women to initiate the practical principles of living under
the rule of Christ.

Kingdom Woman
How is a wife to love her husband? By learning three things, says Tony Evans: how
to submit, seduce, and surrender to her husband. Out of these three principles a
godly marriage will grow. In For Married Women Only, pastor and author Tony
Evans explores these three principles in a straight-forward yet encouraging
manner. He unpacks the touchy topic of submission and lays out the rewards
inherent in this biblical model. On seduction, Evans looks at the quality of
attractiveness and how embodying it can be pleasing to your spouse and to God.
And with surrender, readers will examine why a wife is the perfect help mate for
her husband and how to combat attitudes opposed to God’s design. Originally
published in 2002 as Tony Evans Speaks Out on a Woman’s Role in the Home, this
booklet has sold nearly 38,000 copies. Use it alone or with the companion volume,
For Married Men Only.

28 Days of Prayer
Many singles are often overlooked or marginalized in our Christian culture and
churches, but this isn’t how God sees them. He places a very high value on His
singles, and we should too. Taking truths from 1 Corinthians 7, Dr. Evans shares
three vital principles for singles: How to wait on the Lord and his timing and
direction, how to work for God and experience the satisfaction of fulfilling your
personal calling in life, and what it means to be wedded in the Lord, whether that is
through an eventual marriage or through your personal relationship with Jesus
Christ. Dr. Evans writes to a variety of types of singles, the: Decidedly single Never
married Divorced Separated Widowed Single parent In this hope-filled and popular
title, Dr. Tony Evans encourages us to embrace the often unheard biblically-based
truth about singlehood: Being single is more desirable for a Christian than being
married!
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